myVidster - collect the videos you love

**Collect**
your favorite videos from any website, social network or blog.

**Share**
and discuss your video collection with friends and the world.

**Explore**
and follow your friends and other user's video collections.

---

**See what these users are collecting now**

- **SamuraisSEO.com - internet marketing consultancy**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: chaprk5fpe
  - Posted 4 minutes ago by: ChadPeterson

- **The new normal: Jobless in America | Video | Reuters.com**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: Empower
  - Posted 6 minutes ago by: empowernetworkcomateurs242

- **Michael Phelps Diet Challenge (12,000+ Calories)**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: VideoSift
  - Posted 10 minutes ago by: videosift

- **TimesCast Politics | August 2, 2012 - Video Library - The New York Times**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: The New York Times
  - Posted 11 minutes ago by: TheNewYorkTimes

- **myVidster Android App Update: New Features**
  - Sponsored AD by myVidster - Collect the videos you love

- **Video: Teen Stabs Man 22 Times After Online Xbox Chat Turns Bad!**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: WorldStarHipHop
  - Posted 13 minutes ago by: WSHH

- **Video: What Kind Of Dougie Is This? Gabbie Douglas (16-Year-Old Who Won Gold Medal) Trying To Hit The Dougie.. But Looks Like...**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: WorldStarHipHop
  - Posted 13 minutes ago by: WSHH

- **The LEGO Wheelchair**
  - Channel: Favorites Collection: VideoSift
  - Posted 15 minutes ago by: videosift
The Campaign with the Flyers Video - NHL VideoCenter - Philadelphia Flyers
Channel: Favorites Collection: Twitter Videos
Posted 16 minutes ago by: twitter

Juan Woww - I dont love her (twerk)
Channel: Favorites Collection: ass ass ass
Posted 19 minutes ago by: jonahs

Rico Alexander: It's Twerking Time Daddy
Channel: Favorites Collection: ass ass ass
Posted 21 minutes ago by: jonahs

Don't pet the wild horse! &bull; VideoSift: Online Video *Quality Control
Channel: Favorites Collection: VideoSift
Posted 21 minutes ago by: videosift

Else KÅ¥ss Furuseth Naken På Torsdag Kveld Fra Nydalen!
Channel: Favorites Collection: VideoSift
Posted 22 minutes ago by: videosift

Rico Alexander: Exuding My Sexyness
Channel: Favorites Collection: ass ass ass
Posted 22 minutes ago by: jonahs

Rico Alexander: My Birthday Cake!!!
Channel: Favorites Collection: ass ass ass
Posted 24 minutes ago by: jonahs